
Halo Forerunner Quotes:

Fun Quotes

One can often tell a Forerunner’s mood by the color of his or her armor.

Composers broadcast high-energy fields of entangled sympathies to gather victim
mentalities—essences—and then translated them into machine data.

and then [the armour] slumped into a compact egg.

the journey would take far longer than one might think, considering our jumps could
in theory have been instantaneous. We were at the mercy of healing space-time.

Fortunately, the ship was old enough that its re-shaping capabilities were minimal,
and it soon yielded pieces of interior framing,

Three times I have liberated icy moons—opened crevices in the deep frozen shields
and freed the inbred scuttlers. They climbed up and out, were astonished by the
depth and emptiness of the unbounded void of space—and then fell back, terrified
and discouraged, to seek refuge again beneath the ice.

“How can we learn anything from them?” Keeper asked. “How can they maintain any
sort of culture?”
-Dissonance between you and ‘lower’ life forms is a common problem for
Forerunners. But not for you.

This was my contradiction: I mistrusted everything about my family and my people, yet still
dreamed of mutating into a second-form—while keeping my youthful, independent attitude.
Of course, it never seemed to happen that way.

“I do not answer discouraging questions,” my ancilla said. “My resources are limited. I would
appreciate some optimism.”

They are about to give it powers it never had before. Just as they did ages ago. . . . Those
who are ignorant of history are doomed to repeat it.



Greatness and power are often allied with defeat. It is how civilizations are shaped—some
ideas prosper, others die. The quality of the ideas has little to do with the outcome. It is
personalities that matter. Pay attention to those around you.

“Yes, they’re like you, but they seem to actually be listening. They just don’t like what they’re
hearing.”

Now I understood that no matter how sophisticated one became, the total richness was
something no individual could ever capture or truly know. It must not be constrained. It is
ever raw, ever rich. . . .

I tried to explain. She pretended not to be interested. She did not have to pretend hard.

The Didact was in fact the secret of Djamonkin Crater.

The Librarian was fond of strange and exotic beasts and plants. I thought of the irritable
merse in Djamonkin Crater.

Beside her stood the Didact, a great, hulking presence, my sworn enemy for fifty-three years
of continuous battle.



The Mantle

“And they claim that Warriors violate the Mantle.”

“You should have seen this world [Charum Hakkor] in its prime,” the Didact said. “It was
magnificent. A center of mysterious, dormant power that humans could live among, look at,
but never begin to comprehend. Now . . . look at what we’ve done.” Anger and dismay mixed
in his tone.

The Mantle forbade the eating of the flesh of unfortunates.



Mutation

“Your patrimony is buried deep, inaccessible to a Manipular. To absorb my knowledge, you
must be able to access your patrimony and the full richness of the Domain.”

“I’m supposed to unlock my patrimony with my father’s assistance.”
“Traditionally, that’s true. But since I’m the only Forerunner around and we’re unlikely to find
any Builders nearby . . .”

“I’d mutate to a Warrior-Servant,” I said. “At least in part. You could always petition for a
correction, a reversion, once you returned to your family.”

Every Forerunner advances through at least two mutations over their life span. Many go
through five or more.

For every Forerunner rate mutation had to be patterned after a mentor, and the Didact was
the only Forerunner available.

A column studded with small spherules rose from the deck and slowly rotated to press
against my side. The spherules twisted on stalks to touch my skin, access my points of
nervous and genetic energy, of metabolic and catabolic reserves. . . .

“Mother wonders if you plan to redeem your mutation and reshape yourself,” she asked.

My youthful beauty was passing. I was growing uglier. I did not care.



Culture

If the Mantle—the exalted preservation of life throughout the universe—was the core of our
deepest philosophy, our reason for being, then why were Lifeworkers at the bottom of our
rates? Why did Builders, who worked mostly with inanimate matter, rank so high?

Ten thousand years ago, just after the conclusion of the human-San’Shyuum war, the most
exalted of the Warrior-Servants, the Prometheans, had been ascendant among Forerunners,
as high in social standing and power as they would ever reach.

Members of the Council served for a thousand years, and during that time took vows of
personal abstinence and austerity.

Three million fertile worlds.

the Librarian paused, bent over, knelt beside us, spoke to us. Strange indeed that such a
simple and elegant face can appear so compellingly beautiful, so filled with empathy. - Lord
of Admirals



Forerunner Life

As a general rule, Forerunners were shaped much like humans, though larger. In their youth
they were tall and slender, gray of skin, and covered nape, crown, shoulders, and along the
backs of their hands with a fine, pale fur, pinkish purple or white in color. Odd-looking, to be
sure, but not exactly ugly. The older males, Riser assured me, were different—larger, bulkier,
less human-looking, but still, not exactly ugly.

Ghibalb had once been a paradise. Emerging into the galactic realm, these early
Forerunners had been content to live and develop in a glorious cradle of just twelve stars,
but their first experiments in stellar engineering had gone awry, causing an infectious series
of novas that brightened the entire Orion complex for fifty thousand years—and nearly

My parents were over six thousand years old. My sister and I were barely twelve.

Lifeworkers by invitation had for many centuries come to study these great aquariums and
experiment with new varieties of exotic creatures, which they sometimes exported to other
research groups and hobbyists across the galaxy.

- and smiled. This unseemly rictus shocked me. The humans might have been capable of
such, but a first-form Forerunner, and a councilor at that . .



Technology

Forerunner communications are never transmitted along electromagnetic wavelengths.

They were spun out of temporary stuff as well, what the Forerunners called hard light.

“The Didact opposed their construction and planned instead a very different campaign of
containment and isolation by building and positioning Shield Worlds—even more massive
and in some respects more powerful than Halos, but capable of carrying out more selective
campaigns of destruction.”

- spent slipspace flakes.

She motioned for another chair and, when it formed, sat beside us with a long, grateful sigh.

chambers that re-created their elaborate hard-light decor only in the presence of
Forerunners.

“And I certainly hope to pass along a few of the Council’s fines,” Mother added. “We may yet
lose this world because of your ‘adventures,’ Bornstellar. I hope they were worth it.”

The Didact’s memory quietly confirmed that in all but weapons, [the council ship] eclipsed
any of the ships ever allocated to Warrior-Servants.

The system was surrounded by trillions of vigilants that constantly wove in and out of
space-time, sometimes so rapidly that they seemed to shape a solid sphere.

Forerunners now had the ability to collapse an asteroid field into a molten mass of the
twenty-megameter range, then cool and cure the protoplanet in less than ten thousand
years.

By radiating a powerful burst of cross-phased supermassive neutrinos, these installations
[Halos] were capable of destroying all life in an entire star system. Properly tuned and
powered, they could do more than that—they could kill all neurologically complex life across
whole swaths of the galaxy.



just a few tens of thousands of light-years. Hours at most would pass for us.

From those inner secrets, Forerunners have prodded sufficient power to change the shape
of worlds, move stars, and even to contemplate shifting the axes of entire galaxies. We have
explored other realities, other spaces—slipspace, denial of locale, shunspace, trick
geodetics, natal void, the photon-only realm called the Glow.

“Indeed. Your old spirit, as you call it, one of the archived warriors stored in your genetic
material . . . How many of them have come awake within you?”
[...]
There, the imprint took on a distinct shape—a personality was revived. A species is not just
the record of how to make a male and a female. History and culture are also part of the
whole. The greatness of humanity has been stored within you, and so very little is actually
lost. Brilliant!”
[...]
but will be extracted and steeped down into the genetic code of many new humans.

Travel Speed

Portal technology has grown enormously more powerful, but to move such an object, they
must be slowing other traffic throughout the galaxy.”

The physical journey between my family’s world and the capital of the ecumene ordinarily
takes less than two hours. For reasons not immediately explained to me, even traveling in
the superfast Council ship, our trip took three days. All of space-time in this portion of the
galaxy—perhaps all of the galaxy—was still disturbed.

In a few days, we were home again. [12 Light Years travelled using a ‘swift yacht’]

The full reaction drive, grabbing the vacuum energy and expelling a violet streak of virtual
neutrons, which winked out as soon as their lives were discovered by the doubled hand of
time.

Domain

That left the Domain, of course—not often used as a means of communication. There was
always the slight chance that crucial messages might be altered, even twisted.



“No, but sometimes strange. The records don’t always stay the same. Sometimes they
change. It is not known why.”
[...]
“Like real memories,” Chakas said, watching me closely.

“The judges assess precedent through the Domain, and through the Domain, the witnesses
and their testimony may be subject to verification. . . .”

Design Seeds:

Forerunner weapons are built atom-by-atom in nanofabrication forges of unsurpassed fidelity,
following instructions spun into design seeds by skilled pattern-weavers assisted by ancilla.



San’Shyuum

The San’Shyuum are not naturally inclined to war. They are a handsome, intelligent race,
besotted with eternal sexuality and youth. They hoped to spend their lives in luxury. For all
that, their science was extraordinary. I suspect that given a few more centuries, humans and
San’Shyuum would have fallen out with each other. . . . Humans would undoubtedly have
devastated their more effete allies. We saved them that trouble.”

The San’Shyuum were stripped of all weapons and means of travel and confined to a single
star system kept in strict Forerunner quarantine. One of my former commanders oversaw
that quarantine. Perhaps he is still in charge. . . .

a sleek, beautiful race, strong and sensual, intelligent but not overly impressed by
intellect—capable of seducing other species with their almost universal beauty. Slippery
indeed. Around the San’Shyuum, it seemed, all emotions melted into uncritical passion. The
sole exceptions, in their historical experience—humans and Forerunner.

“Indeed, they once worshipped youth and beauty. Not so now. Elders rule, and the youth
serve their bidding. True, there is still much celebration about procreation. . . . Unseemly, but
their populations are contained, they breed selectively, and so they do not outgrow their
planets, as once they threatened. . . .”



Huragok and Ancilla

Huragok are more tools than organisms, and are rarely accorded personhood among
Forerunners. Their pride derives from their service—and, to a certain extent, their buoyancy
in whatever supporting atmosphere they find themselves. They enjoy being confined by
gravitation or centrifugal force and staying within a meter of a solid surface.

Instead, they performed their operations entirely within the ancilla metarchy, an unimaginably
vast network coordinated by a metarch-level intelligence that answered ultimately to the
chief councilor.

Mendicant Bias. A Contender class, the first of its kind. It is as far above most ancillas as the
metarch-level systems rise above our personal components.

The Ancillas will come alive in an emergency. They can replace human commanders, if
necessary. They are a vital portion of the Council metarchy—the overall network of ancillas
that support the Council. But compared to a metarch-level ancilla, these are mere toys.



Flood

The Flood first arrived from one of the Magellanic clouds of stars that drift just outside the
reaches of our galaxy.

Three hundred years before, the Flood had returned. It had been discovered in new and
unexpected forms on worlds resettled by Forerunners after the war.

“No immunity. Judgment. Timing.”



Humanity

which is on Erde-Tyrene, now called Earth.

For a time, my sisters also served as Prayer Maidens in the temple of the Lifeshaper.

But then one of the chamanune came to our house and inquired after me. Despite their size,
chamanush were respected and we rarely attacked them.
They were small but smart and fierce and mostly came and went as they pleased. This one
was friendly enough. He said his name was Riser and he had seen someone like me in a
dream: a rough, young hamanush who needed his guidance.

Yes, chamanush are human, though tinier than my people, the hamanush. Indeed, as your
display now tells you, some since have called them Florians or even Hobbits, and others
may have known them as menehune.

Riser told me that what I was seeing in my dreams was part of a geas—a set of commands
and memories left in my mind and body by the Lifeshaper who touches us all at birth.

But if these passing glimpses were at all indicative, humans had stayed remarkably true to
their stock during our suppression and reevolution. We were all recognizably of the same
kind, the same breed, and we did not grow up or get transformed into different physical
castes like the Forerunners.

only by curiosity. So changeable! So adaptable. Her People are survivors. - Perk
idea/inspiration

“They’re not real,” she told both of us.
“Neither is your sense of direction,” I said.
“No,” she admitted. “I don’t even feel it now. The farther we drift . . .”

Once, on Earth, there were many types of hominids, hominoids, and anthropoids who no
doubt also thought of themselves as People. I was closest in form to those who now
interrogate me; Riser was smaller, of a different species. Gamelpar and Vinnevra I suspect
most closely resembled those you call Aborigines, from the ancient continent of Australia.

far more advanced Forerunners.



anticipating their technology, and thus making so many technological advances. Her efforts
gave us a few extra decades of triumph and hope. - Perk idea

Still, as he had suspected, his sophistication—his ability to judge complex situations—had
stayed with me, along with, I hoped, a bit of his old courage, his old willingness to sacrifice
himself for a higher cause. - Perk idea

We became the Halo. I could feel the stresses, the peril—and the means we might use to
escape, as a runner fleeing a predator feels the ground beneath his feet. - Perk idea


